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NORTH AMERICA

NIGHT

7 x 60 / Discovery Channel / 2009 / ID: 26031

20 x 30 / Animal Planet / 2008 / ID: 123938

North America: where civilisation collides
with untamed wilderness. Join us as we step
into this hidden world teeming with lifeacross impossible mountains and endless
deserts. Dive into unexplored forests and
crash into rugged coasts. Wild animals living
in these astonishing and sometimes deadly
habitats must be fiercely resilient- evoking
the human spirit for which the continent is
known.

Host and animal expert Brandon McMillan
takes viewers into the darkness to
experience the terror of nocturnal nature
and its animal activities. From sunset to
sunrise, follow Brandon on a global search
for answers: what does it mean to be
nocturnal? Where do nocturnal creatures
exist? And why do they scare us to death?
LION FEEDING FRENZY
1 x 60 / Discovery Channel / 2008 / ID: 25923

BEAR FEEDING FRENZY
1 x 60 / Discovery Channel / 2007 / ID: 25924

Host Chris Douglas ventures into the Alaskan
bush to locate and study large grizzly bears.
Chris and bear expert Tom Smith set out to
learn and observe various behaviours and
features of the bears and how they relate to
the bear’s predatory instincts. They provide
in-depth answers and knowledge that may
prevent bear attacks.

Host Chris Douglas heads out on the
African plains to locate and study the
majestic lion. Through a series of
controlled experiments, Chris and lion
expert Scott Lope set out to learn and
observe various behaviors of the lions and
how they relate to the lion’s predatory
instincts.
NATURE’S DEADLIEST
4 x 60 / Discovery Channel / 2009 / ID: 25993

CROCODILE FEEDING FRENZY
1 x 60 / Discovery Channel / 2008 / ID: 25925

Host Chris Douglas heads into the
everglades, to locate and study crocodiles
and alligators. Through a series of controlled
experiments, Chris and reptile expert Donald
Schultz set out to learn and observe various
behaviours and features of crocodilians and
how they relate to the animals’ predatory
instincts.

From hippos and scorpions to lions and a
contingent of snakes, witness the lethal
weaponry of the natural world’s most
deadly creatures. Through reconstruction
and scientific analysis, Nature’s Deadliest
steps through the fatal moments of an
attack. For many, these awesome
creatures inspire fear. But in truth, they
should be respected.
MAGIC OF THE BIG BLUE

INTO THE LION’S DEN
1 x 120 / Animal Planet / 2005 / ID: 110996

Zoologist and big cat trainer Dave Salmoni is
on a mission to prove that humans can live in
harmony with wild lions. He is pioneering a
new research project that has never been
attempted before – removing the barrier
between man and beast by walking in on a
pride of lions to observe, learn the language
and gain social acceptance.

7 x 60 / Discovery Channel / 2011 / ID: 136252

Never before has the underwater world
been filmed this beautifully. Magic of the
Big Blue is a seven-part series, featuring
the seas and oceans surrounding the
seven continents. Filmed by one of the
world’s best underwater photographers,
Darek Sepiolo’s passion for diving and the
wonders of the deep grants us access to
worlds far beneath the surface, worlds
many of us would never get to experience.
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CLASH OF THE DINOSAURS

LIFE FORCE

4 x 60 / Discovery Channel / 2009 / ID: 25848

Series 1-2: 12 x 60 / 2014 / ID: 149392, 149394

Dinosaurs were the ultimate prehistoric
survival machines, ruling the Earth for 120
million years. Hidden inside their bodies are
anatomical secrets to surviving prehistoric
planet Earth. Combining cinematic photoreal 3D graphics and leading-edge anatomy
and paleontology, we peel back their skin
and their brains to reveal the unique inner
workings of the greatest beasts that ever
lived.

A celebration of the power of evolution
and an exploration of the forces that
shape life in all its unexpected glory,
viewers are transported to six strange
worlds within worlds where it seems as if
nature has thrown the rule book out the
window. In a groundbreaking cross-genre
fusion of blue-chip natural history and
cutting-edge science documentary, Life
Force reveals how the magic of evolution
and the forces of nature have together
shaped eccentric animals, eclectic
lifestyles and unorthodox patterns of
behavior.

PREHISTORIC ASSASSINS
2 x 60 / Discovery Channel / 2009 / ID: 26043

Journey across time to a planet Earth that
seems otherworldly and meet creatures that
seem alien. Skies dominated by the
screeching pterodactyl, seas patrolled by the
freakish anomalocaris and lands savaged by
the saber-tooth tiger. See how they hunted,
how their incredible predatory tools evolved
and how they ultimately disappeared.
MONSTERS RESURRECTED
6 x 60 / Discovery Channel / 2008 / ID: 25871

Meet six mega beasts: spinosaurus,
megalania, the terror bird,
acrocanthasaurus, mosasaur and the bear
dog – all brought back to life using fossils and
modern technology. Scientists reveal how
these mysterious creatures functioned and
behaved, what they looked like, how they
fought, what they ate…and what ate them.

PENGUINS ON A PLANE: GREAT ANIMAL
MOVES
2 x 60 / 2013 / ID: 145856

With access to a range of animal transport
companies, zoos and aquariums, follow
the expert handlers entrusted with
moving some of the world’s most precious
and challenging cargo. From a hippo on
the move from a West Midlands safari
park to a zoo in France and 12 penguins
going on a 12,000-mile plane journey from
New Zealand to England in a refrigerated
“penguin hotel,” see the logistical
challenges associated with moving each
animal.

INTO THE PRIDE
5 x 60 / Animal Planet / 2008 / ID: 124534

Animal Planet’s large predator expert, Dave
Salmoni, heads deep into the African bush to
return to his wild roots and to save a rogue
pride of lions from elimination. Can he get
close enough to gain their trust so that man
and beast can live together?
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